
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Health and Growth 

Year 2 (Autumn 2)       

 
                                                                                                                                    

Computing 

WALT use technology safely and respectfully safely WALT present 

information in a pictogram WALT present information in a block graph WALT 

create simple programs WALT debug simple programs WALT write and use  

algorithms 

     

 

             Geography  

WALT name the world’s seven continents  WALT name 

the world’s five oceans WALT use maps, atlases and 

globes to identify the seven continents and five oceans.  

 

PE (Gymnastics) 

WALT perform basic skills in travelling WALT link three 

movements in a sequence  WALT create and perform short 

sequences WALT perform basic skills on the floor WALT 

perform basic skills on apparatus WALT perform a balance  

WALT take off and land WALT turn and roll 

 

 

 

 

 

Art & Design  

WALT represent ideas 

and feelings in our art 

work WALT draw from 

our observations. 

WALT design a 

sculpture. WALT 

create a sculpture  

Science 

WALT exercise is important for humans WALT humans need to eat 

different types of food WALT describe the basic needs of animals 

and humans for survival (water, food and air) WALT humans grow 

and change 

 

Design and Technology 

WALT evaluate healthy products WALT 

design a healthy product  WALT make a 

healthy product WALT understand where 

food comes from WALT evaluate our 

product ( fruit based product)  

History (Florence Nightingale) 

WALT ask questions about the past WALT put events in 

time order WALT find reasons why people did things and 

what happened as a result WALT find differences about 

the way of life in the past WALT find out about the past 

using different sources of information WALT show what 

we have found out in different ways  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SMSC 

RE  What makes some places special? 

WALT identify places that are special to us WALT identify 

special places from different religions (Christianity and Islam) 

WALT Christianity has special symbols and artefacts WALT 

Islam has special symbols and artefacts 

SEAL: Getting on and falling out Say no to bullying 

 

Music   

WALT use our voices expressively WALT listen and respond to recorded 

music WALT listen to and discuss music from different cultures 

 

 

Outdoor Education 

WALT make and describe a setting WALT estimate and measure in cm  

WALT estimate and measure in m WALT use a map of the Wildlife Area 

WALT make a 3d map of the Wildlife Area  



 


